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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/30/2023

Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight 294QBS, Jayco Jay Flight travel trailer 294QBS highlights:
Private Bunkhouse Bench/Storage U-Shaped Dinette Walk-Around Queen Bed
Exterior Storage Spacious, accommodating, comfortable... start camping in this
trailer that offers something for everyone! The popular bunkhouse offers two 31"
x 60" bunk beds above a convertible sofa with 60" x 75" queen mattress, a
wardrobe, and a cargo door for easy access. The kitchen provides full amenities
to make delicious home cooked meals. The U-shaped dinette and jackknife sofa
slide give you more floor space to stretch out and provide extra sleeping space,
plus you will appreciate the bench/storage as you walk into the trailer. And the
large pantry will hold all the goodies for the big group. The front bedroom gives
you a 60" x 75" queen bed to sleep on, dual wardrobes and an overhead shelf to
place your clothing and things, plus a space saving door to close for privacy.
These Jayco Jay Flight travel trailers have been a family favorite for years with
their lasting power and superior construction. An integrated A-frame and
magnum truss roof system holds them together. When you tow one of these units
you're towing the entire unit and not just the frame. With dark tinted windows, you
have more privacy and safety. The vinyl flooring throughout will be easy to clean
and maintain too. Come find your favorite model today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T78740
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BS5R17M0133
Condition: New
Length: 35
GVW: 8250
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Lebanon, Tennessee, United States
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